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Abstract—We report on the installation and commissioning of two systems for the measurement of cross-sectional distributions of pollutant species in jet exhaust, within the engine ground test facility at INTA, Madrid. These systems use optical tomography techniques to estimate the cross-sectional distributions of CO₂ and soot immediately behind the engine. The systems are designed to accommodate the largest civil aviation engines currently in service, without obstruction of the exhaust or bypass flows and with negligible effect upon the entrained flow behavior. We describe the physical construction and installation status of each system. In the case of the CO₂ system, we examine the challenges of achieving the structural rigidity necessary for adequate suppression of pointing error within 126 laser-based transmittance measurements, each utilizing a 7 m overall path length. We describe methods developed for efficient implementation of co-planarity and 4-degree-of-freedom alignment of individual paths within this beam array. We also present laboratory performance data for three alternative optical designs that differ in their approach to the management of pointing error and turbulence-induced beam wander and spread. The FLITES soot monitoring capability is based on laser induced incandescence (LII) and uses a short-pulse fiber laser and two CCD cameras, in an autoprojection arrangement. We describe the measurement geometry currently being implemented in the test cell and discuss optical design issues, including once again the effect of the plume itself.

1. INTRODUCTION

We have reported previously on efforts by the FLITES consortium to introduce advanced optical diagnostics to the jet engine test environment [1]. The systems under development will provide non-intrusive measurements of the cross-sectional distributions of various pollutant species within the exhaust plume, immediately aft of the engine. At the time of writing, installation of systems for the quantification of CO₂ and soot emissions is underway at the turboreactor facility of the Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aeroespacial (INTA), on the outskirts of Madrid.

In this paper we focus on the optomechanical engineering aspects of these two systems and, in the case of the CO₂ system, the means by which a precise optical system has been adapted for use in a large scale industrial process environment. Although the two systems have in common their use of both fiber laser technology and tomographic methods, the physical principles underpinning the measurements are very different and so each presents a unique set of challenges.

The CO₂ measurement system is based upon optical tomography techniques developed by McCann and co-workers [2-9] and having much in common with the X-ray computed tomography (‘CT’) systems used in many hospitals. The required optical transmittance measurements are made along an intersecting grid of paths defining the measurement plane.

The soot measurement system is based upon the combination of laser induced incandescence (LII) measurement [10-15] with autoprojection techniques previously used in fluorescence tomography [16, 17]. The measurement plane in this case is defined by mechanically scanning the excitation laser’s beam across the plume.
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Both systems are susceptible to the scattering effects of the hot, turbulent exhaust plume. We have undertaken preliminary laboratory and field tests to better understand these effects and to evaluate candidate mitigation strategies for the CO₂ measurement system [18].

It is essential that neither system is intrusive to the normal operating characteristics of the engine or test cell. Their structures must therefore be located outside regions of significant exhaust, bypass or entrained flow. In the case of the CO₂ measurement system, this has necessitated significant computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of the impact of the system’s annular support ‘ring’ on flow behavior within the test cell (see Section 2). Within the test bed, the engine is mounted on a pylon similar to those used on wing and typically fitted with an aerodynamic fairing. Both systems’ measurement planes are located slightly downstream of the trailing edge of this fairing, immediately prior to the exhaust flow’s entry into the detuner (augmentor) duct. This location is intended to provide the earliest access to the exhaust flow consistent with being non-intrusive.

In this paper, the CO₂ and soot measurement systems are described in Sections 2 and 3 respectively.

2. CO₂ MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Overview

The CO₂ measurement system utilizes 126 transmittance measurement paths arranged in an intersecting grid, optimized according to methods outlined in [19]. The region of greatest intersection extends slightly beyond the ‘plume space’ occupied by the hot exhaust flow. To meet the requirement for non-intrusive measurement, the launch and receive elements associated with each path must be located far from the plume, in the periphery of the entrained flow. Implementation of such a transmittance measurement grid requires a large and substantially rigid mounting ‘ring’ structure, with sufficient clear aperture to allow essentially unimpeded passage of the exhaust, bypass and entrained flows. In practice, a 7 m overall path length is used, of which no more than 1.4 m is within the exhaust plume. Figure 1 illustrates the approximate extent of the exhaust and bypass flow regions within the ring structure. CFD modelling (described under Cell CFD below) has been used to assess the perturbing effect of the ring on the entrained flow and hence verify the acceptability of this arrangement. This modelling also provided estimates of the flow-derived loading to which the ring will be subjected.

At almost 4 metric tonnes, over 7 m edge-to-edge and nearly 2 m deep, the scale of the ring structure presents several logistical challenges. Its size means that it must either be fabricated in-situ or constructed in a modular fashion. A key consideration here is the time taken to commission the system once it is introduced into the test cell. Test cell time is expensive and often pressured, therefore an installation paradigm that allows the duration of in-cell operations to be minimized is essential. In situ fabrication was therefore discounted and efforts concentrated on achieving and maintaining the high degree of alignment necessary for a transmittance measurement within a potentially less rigid modular structure. This ex situ approach also requires that the majority of the time-consuming alignment processes be undertaken outside of the test cell.

Figure 1 – Dodecagonal mounting ‘ring’ for CO₂ measurement system showing approximate extent of exhaust and bypass flows and their intersection with one projection (Trent engine cutaway © Rolls-Royce plc) – adapted from [1].

During this preliminary alignment, the ring is in the horizontal orientation used for its assembly, with multiple points of support. A particular concern is therefore the deflection of the ring structure when moving from this assembly / alignment situation to its, vertically-oriented and edge supported, operational position. A tiered approach has been adopted in which the ring structure serves as the foundation for 12 independently adjustable support plates, which provide the mounting surfaces for 126 pairs of launch and receive modules. Each support plate is highly rigid and includes dedicated alignment aids, as described under Support Plate Design. This should allow the relative alignment of the 12 support plates to be quickly restored to that prevailing during the horizontal alignment process, following the ring’s installation in the test cell, minimizing the need for further realignment. Distortion of these support plates under load, vibration and thermal expansion has been simulated, as has the mechanical behavior of the ring itself, as described under Ring Structure. Figure 2 shows the ring, support plates, and optical launch and receive modules, ready for preliminary alignment.
The optical and optomechanical design of the individual Launch and Receive Modules allows pan and tilt adjustment of the pointing directions within each module pair, as well as the flexibility to explore the alternative mitigation strategies suggested in [18]. No study of which we are aware has allowed us to definitively predict the optimum optical design strategy and addressing this issue will form part of our experimental study.

**Ring Structure Design & Evaluation**

The ring elements are fabricated from hot-rolled mild carbon steel (alloy S275JR). Bolted flanges with dowels are used to achieve far better assembly repeatability than is typical of such fabricated steel structures. The restricted clearance between the flow and other test cell structures limits the ring’s radial extent but its substantial depth along the plume and latticed construction aid torsional rigidity.

The ring structure was refined using both static and modal analysis of various candidate designs. The ring’s shape was optimized to meet static deflection targets of less than 537 µrad and 1.8 mm, assuming a frontal load of 9 kN, uniformly distributed over the ring. These targets were derived from simple estimates of the effect of misalignment on eventual measurement performance. Modal analysis of the ring identified potential resonances at 2.9 Hz and 8.3 Hz; the latter is shown in Figure 3. Harmonic analysis, based on experimental measurements of the forcing vibration and noise signatures within the test cell, was then used to determine the extent to which these modes may be excited.

**Cell CFD**

CFD results suggest that the disturbance to the entrained flow is modest and quite localized, with little impact on the wider flow characteristics of the cell (Figure 4). The overall structural load imposed on the ring by the flow is surprisingly small, partly due to the balanced nature of the forces involved, with a net axial loading of less than 600 N predicted. The small magnitude of these forces, relative to the static loads within the structure, suggests that flow loading is unlikely to perturb the ring significantly. The predicted flow speeds in the vicinity of the optical launch and receive elements (not modelled) are in the range 5-15 m s⁻¹.

**Support Plate Design**

The ensemble of support plates effectively implement an annular optical table onto which the desired combination of optical modules can be fitted. A total of 12 plates are mounted on the dodecagonal ring structure, one per side. Opposing pairs of plates form one tomographic projection, each comprising 21 beam paths. Modularity was a key objective in the support plate design, allowing replacement or substitution of launch and receive modules with a minimum of downtime.

The rigidity of the support plates is of great importance in the control of pointing errors, especially those arising following the transfer to the vertical orientation. The support
plates can be considered as long beams, rigidly fixed at both ends. A number of bending moments can arise in this configuration, sagging and torsional bending (twisting) being of particular importance. Sagging is exacerbated by gravity during system assembly, when the ring is horizontal, potentially contributing to orientation sensitivity. Torsional bending is more likely to result from excitation of the natural frequencies of the structure when exposed to the high-vibration environment of the test cell.

A series of finite element simulations were performed using the Linear Stress Analysis suite in SOLIDWORKS in order to study the effects of static loading of the plates by the optical modules under gravity. The objective was to identify a suitable structure that would sufficiently stiffen the plates for the maximum sagging under gravity to be less than 1 mm with the ring in the horizontal orientation. A number of stiffening structures were evaluated, including ‘L’, ‘U’ and square-shaped aluminum sections mounted under the plate. The plate thickness was also varied; however, none of the above structures achieved the target stiffness.

A composite, combining a 10 mm thick extruded 6082 T6 aluminum component mounting surface with a standard-sized honeycomb structure (Easy Composites, 6.4 mm cell, 15 mm thick), and a 3 mm aluminum rear ‘skin’ plate, was found to meet the specification, with a predicted maximum deflection of 0.35 mm (Figure 5). The simulation was repeated for the vertically oriented case, indicating a smaller deflection of 80 μm but with significant torsion (Figure 6). The pointing error arising from this torsional strain is sufficient to require realignment of the launch and receive elements but this should be limited to a ‘fine-tuning’ process, based on signal maximization, and far less time-
consuming than full alignment of an (invisible) infrared beam.

Figure 6 – Gravitational deflection of support plate in vertical (operating) orientation. Strain is small (0.08 mm) but its torsional nature suggests non-negligible pointing error. Plot is exaggerated 2397 times.

A study into the thermal expansion of the support plates was performed, motivated by the substantial length of the plates and the broad ambient temperature range in the Madrid test facility. The study was performed by finite element simulation using the Flow Simulation suite in SOLIDWORKS. The plate was rigidly attached to one end face and allowed to thermally expand. The ambient and plate reference temperature was set to 0°C. The ambient temperature was then set to 50°C. The optical modules were not included in the simulation.

This thermal simulation proved to be extremely valuable, identifying a potentially serious but avoidable design issue. The array of dowel and machine screw holes, used for mounting the optical modules, was found to promote almost 4 mm bending of the plate under thermal expansion (Figure 7). This was found to be largely mitigated by the addition of a set of dummy mounting holes, mirrored about the plate’s centerline. Differential expansion of the plate and ring is accommodated using slot mounting at one end of each support plate.

Figure 7 – Support plate distortion under thermal expansion.

Modal analysis of both the ring and the support plate structure was undertaken to highlight potential vibrational sensitivity. The support plates show four significant resonant modes, at 23, 65, 81 and 123 Hz, but these do not coincide with those of the ring, which mostly lie below 15 Hz. The 65 Hz mode is illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8 – Support plate resonant mode at 65 Hz.

The completed support plates are 100 mm high and 1800 mm long, and feature composite stiffening of the central 1200 mm. The component mounting surface suffered from extrusion lines and other defects, necessitating careful selection of raw material and post-machining wet-sanding to achieve acceptable flatness and roughness. The interface to the optical modules combines dowels having a snug transition fit, per ISO K7h6, and sizeable machine screws to achieve precise and stiff mounting. The optical modules are mounted on a 75 mm pitch, with launch and receive alternated to minimize the possibility of inter-beam crosstalk. 23 mounting points are available on each support plate, allowing each projection to be expanded by 150 mm to meet the needs of future, larger engines.

Support Plate Alignment

The ability to rapidly establish or restore coplanarity of all 12 support plate mounting surfaces is essential to our proposed installation paradigm. Additionally, it must be possible to quickly translate and orient the support plates within this plane to align the ends of each projection. To this end, each support plate incorporates an alignment system, comprising a mounting for a visible laser source and a pinhole target.

Figure 9 – Alignment laser in vee-mount. The adjacent optical module and the 10 mm deck of the support plate can also be seen.
Figure 10 – Pinhole and target arrangement in use.

A high-quality diode laser, intended for surveying applications, is mounted on the left-end of the support plate in a mechanically stiff spring-loaded vee-mount (Figure 9). The 0.5 mm pinhole is mounted on the right-end, 70 mm in front of a concentric circle target (Figure 10). The pinhole and the target are accurately aligned within a single machined part. This effectively forms a double-pinhole arrangement, enabling rapid alignment. Both the vee-mount and the pinhole target are positioned and secured on the support plate similarly to the optical modules. Besides the laser sources, all parts of the alignment mechanism remain permanently affixed to the plates.

Considering the opposing support plates within one projection, the visible laser source of each plate illuminates the pinhole assembly on the other. The alignment procedure involves repositioning the support plates until each laser beam passes through its opposing pinhole aperture and illuminates its target. The plates are adjusted until both lasers illuminate the centers of the targets by the introduction of shims under the four mounting points to control the elevation, pitch, yaw and roll. Securing bolts are then fastened. The small acceptance angle of the double-pinholes coupled with their positioning on the plates results in the plates being both co-planar and parallel following this alignment procedure, illustrated in Figure 11.

Launch and Receive Modules

The launch and receive modules provide fine alignment of the launch and receive directions, as well as adjustment of the focusing regime, to allow the exploration of strategies for the mitigation of scattering effects. The launch modules interface to standard FC/APC connectorized single-mode optical fibers. Each receive module incorporates an extended InGaAs photodiode, appropriate to the 1997 nm working wavelength, and a high-performance differential transimpedance amplifier and line-driver combination.

Optomechanically, both module types have much in common with the three-point kinematic mounts found in the majority of optics labs but their design boasts additional features, rendering them suitable for test cell use. In comparison to standard mounts, they use much stronger springs and deeper alignment grooves, and include a true (opposed screw) locking mechanism that is not reliant on the springs. The focus adjustment is spacer-based and does not require rotation of either the launch fiber or the receiver electronics. A cutaway model of one launch-receive pair is shown in Figure 12.

The optical design of the modules is intended to maximize the quality of the electrical signals obtained at the photodiode outputs. The design must consider not only geometric effects, such as pointing error arising in the structure, but also optical noise mechanisms. Light propagation through jet exhaust is particularly susceptible to the scattering effects of the hot, turbulent gas, leading to time-varying beam wander and spread [20]. Aperture averaging [21] can be an important source of scintillation reduction but collecting a sufficiently high proportion of the beam energy on a relatively small photodiode is challenging.

Figure 11 – Support plate alignment process. The locations of the vee-mounts and pinhole target assemblies can be seen at either end of the two opposing support plates. At the 7 m working distance, a well-aligned beam on the target corresponds to alignment accuracy of better than 1 degree.
In this context, we have investigated the relative effectiveness of optical designs based on collimated, focal and divergent plume intersection in laboratory phantoms (Figure 13 - adapted from [22]). Although the phantom system used has a somewhat different balance of beam wander and spread to that expected in jet exhaust, these results support the theoretical argument that a mid-plume focus should allow the benefits of full aperture averaging to be realized using a smaller detector. They also indicate that divergent launch schemes, intended to mitigate pointing error, are highly susceptible to scintillation noise in coherent systems.

Within this non-imaging and highly paraxial optics problem, there is little advantage in the use of aspheric surfaces, even before plume-derived scattering is considered. Plano-convex spherical lenses of focal length 75 mm are used. Refractive optics were preferred, with the lenses acting as protection windows for the launch fiber or detector. Tilting of the APC launch ferrule and the InGaAs detector provide suppression of etalon noise.

3. Soot Measurement System

Overview

Laser Induced Incandescence (LII) is a well-established method for soot measurement. Its early application in aero-engines focused on using Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers with short pulse durations, typically ~10 ns, and low pulse repetition rates (PRR), typically of the order of 10 Hz [12-14]. More recent work has suggested the higher powers and longer-pulse durations afforded by fiber-lasers offer potential gains in measurement sensitivity [23]. Experiments on a live engine have demonstrated in-situ soot particle sensing in an aero-engine using a long-pulse fiber-laser operating at high PRR (>10 kHz) [15]; however, further work is required to better understand the thermodynamics of long-pulsed LII before calibration of a system to measure soot volume fraction will be possible.

Measurement of soot in a 2D imaging plane can be achieved with LII by scanning the laser beam through a cross-section of the plume. Previous LII studies on aero-engines have
achieved this using a scanning mirror with light-collection in a backward scattering configuration [12]. Such an arrangement yields the angular distribution of soot derived incandescence in the plane of the scanned beam. However, it does not create a true 2D cross-sectional image of soot concentration. We have previously proposed Auto-Projection Tomography (APT) as a method to generate 2D images of soot distributions, as described in [1]. The principle of APT is that a ‘near-orthogonal’ arrangement of excitation and detection within a common plane permits spatially resolved measurements to be obtained in a multi-path system; accumulation of these spatially resolved measurements can be built into a 2D image without the complex inversion step, typical of most optical tomography methods [16, 17]. APT differs from the established Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) in that access to the imaging domain is only required in a single optical plane, making it ideal for use in the constrained ‘thin-slice’ available between the engine and detuner.

Research into APT has typically employed collimation of the source and detection paths to spatially resolve the parameter of interest; however, we propose the use of wide-field detection using suitably calibrated cameras. The FLITES LII system implements its ‘near-orthogonal’ APT geometry using an excitation laser, sited above the exhaust plume of an aero-engine, and two wall-mounted cameras, located axially on the engine horizontal center line. This configuration is ‘near-orthogonal’ in so far as the excitation laser beam is scanned through a 30° angle across the plume, which subtends an angle of around 13° at each camera (Figure 14). The intersection the excitation and detection ray paths is therefore, in general, only approximately orthogonal. Note the asymmetry caused by some of the engine service piping, forcing the laser to be offset with respect to the engine’s centerline. A CAD model illustrating the location of the LII laser and cameras within the engine test cell is shown in Figure 15.

**Excitation laser and scanning head**

The source laser is a bespoke 3-stage Yb-doped fiber MOPA producing ≈20 ns laser pulses at 1060 nm with peak pulse power of 500 kW, 110 W average power and PRR of 10 kHz. The laser output is directed via a focusing telescope and scanning head mirror across the engine exhaust plume through an opening in the gantry. The focusing telescope is comprised of two rail-mounted lenses around 300 mm apart. These lenses can be adjusted to create a weakly focused beam profile with confocal length greater than the diameter.
of the exhaust plume. Previous experiments on aero-engines have shown that the laser fluence in the plume should fall in the range 0.2 to 1.2 J cm$^{-2}$ [13, 15], the upper limit representing the vaporization threshold. First order calculations indicate a beam waist diameter of 1-2 mm, although this could be increased whilst maintaining the necessary fluence as the laser’s potential power output is not fully utilized at present. Optical scattering will act to reduce the beam’s fluence as it propagates across the plume.

![Figure 15 – Model of the engine test cell showing the location of the gantry-mounted excitation laser and wall-mounted cameras.](image)

**Location and Logistics**

The laser system (including the associated power supplies, telescope and scanning head), synchronisation unit, and Ethernet switch are located on the gantry above the engine exhaust plume. The cameras are mounted on mounting plates affixed to the test cell walls 6390 mm above floor level, on the engine’s horizontal centerline. As the cameras are only accessible from a cherry picker, they too must be controlled remotely. The Class 4 laser beam will be terminated in a floor-level beam dump over the full scan width. The design of this beam dump must include a means to prevent accumulation of unburned fuel, which would otherwise constitute a fire hazard.

**4. SUMMARY**

Installation of the FLITES tomographic exhaust CO$_2$ measurement system at INTA’s Madrid jet engine test facility is in progress and final preparations are being made for the introduction of the LII-based soot measurement capability.

We have described the mechanical and optical design efforts which underpin the former installation. These include flow simulation to establish the acceptability of the measurement system within the test cell, finite element modelling of the mechanical behavior of both the ring and the support plates, and the design of custom optomechanics, suitable for use in this environment. A hierarchical method has been developed that will allow rapid realignment of the beam paths, following the inevitable changes arising following the system’s transfer into the test cell. The optical design is being optimized, considering the effects of both pointing errors and scintillation effects attributable to the turbulent exhaust flow, but a final decision on the optimum solution will depend on the results obtained during engine tests. At the time of writing, support plate alignment, on a horizontally oriented ring, is complete and preliminary alignment of the individual launch and receive pairs is about to commence.

The current objective for the FLITES LII system is initial demonstration of both fixed and scanned measurements of soot concentration on a large-scale gas turbine engine in a test facility. The initial challenges are a demonstration of the feasibility of using the new Yb-doped fiber MOPA laser developed in the FLITES project for in-situ LII, and a first demonstration of the principle of LII-APT as an imaging methodology for particulate measurements in gas turbine engines.

The soot measurement system does not present the same optomechanical alignment challenges as the CO$_2$ system. All equipment is located outside of the primary and entrained air flows within the test cell and the use of camera-based detection eliminates the need for precise optical alignment of the detectors with the scanning plane of the excitation beam. Longer term objectives for the soot...
measurement system center on further development of the LII architecture presented above and overcoming the significant difficulties of calibrating the LII signal to obtain reliable and accurate measurement of soot volume fraction.

We anticipate first results from both the CO₂ and soot measurement systems within 2016.
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